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Making the trade-offs between parking and placemaking 
visible and actionable
Jake Wiersma and Luca Bertolini

Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands

ABSTRACT
The space claims necessary for ensuring the liveability of public 
spaces often clash with on-street parking demand for private vehi-
cles. Balancing these needs in a fair discussion has proven difficult. 
Demand for parking is expressed in clear-cut numbers, while live-
ability is a more emergent and qualitative concept. This paper seeks 
to (1) define the physical values of liveability; (2) translate them into 
generic space claims; (3) confront these claims with the demand for 
parking places in existing urban neighbourhoods; and (4) explore 
how this information could inform public debate and policy.
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Introduction

Improving the liveability of existing urban public space by placemaking

Residents and local authorities are increasingly considering how to improve the liveability 
of streets by placemaking in existing neighbourhoods. The topic is not new. Already in the 
1960s and 1970s, safety, meeting places, children’s play areas, and greenery were con-
sidered important values to reflect in street design. For instance, the Netherlands initiated 
the innovative ‘woonerf’ (‘home zone’) concept (Auttapone, Wilson, and Dunn 2014; 
Dumbaugh and King 2018). ‘Play Streets’ also have a long history in many countries 
(Cowman 2017; Umstattd Meyer et al. 2019). In recent years, the need for climate 
adaptation and the transition to sustainable mobility (less space for cars, more space for 
active transport modes) added urgency to the drive to enrich and diversify urban streets 
(Holden, Gilpin, and Banister 2019). Often these qualities are referred to as the original, 
holistic qualities of the street, which were replaced by the hegemonic space claims of 
traffic, especially the motor car (Norton 2015). According to the Project for Public Spaces 
(2012, 3), ‘Streets, in particular, have for millennia been a vital part of the public realm, 
providing a place where merchants can sell their wares, children can play, and people can 
stop to talk. The growing prevalence of the automobile has squeezed out these uses. 
Reclaiming streets as places for people can strengthen cities in various ways – economic-
ally, environmentally, and socially’. Accordingly, various bottom-up ‘placemaking’ 
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initiatives have laid space claims to enable socializing, greenery, playing, walking and 
cycling, both in developed countries and emerging economies (Akbar and Edelenbos  
2021; Gundlach et al. 2018; Guzman et al. 2021; Hassen and Kaufman 2016; Jain and 
Moraglio 2014; Jones, Marshall, and Boujenko 2008; Nieuwenhuijsen and Khreis 2016; 
Selzer and Lanzendorf 2019; Soni and Soni 2016; Wen et al. 2019). Wyckoff (2014, 2) 
defines placemaking as the ‘process of creating quality places that people want to live, 
work, play and learn in’. In short, placemaking is the process of creating liveable streets.

The tension between parking and placemaking attracts increasing attention in Western 
countries in Europe (Gössling et al. 2022), the United States (Weinberger and Karlin- 
Resnick 2015; Yanocha et al. 2021) but also in countries with emerging economies 
(Ibrahim 2017). In all these contexts, particularly in relatively compact urban neighbour-
hoods, the pressure of residential parking is growing and threatening the liveability of the 
streets. The current street layout is often geared to offer as many parking spaces as 
possible. Furthermore, sidewalks increasingly serve as a place for numerous utilities, 
including parking metres, lighting, waste disposal, and electric vehicle charging stations. 
The sidewalk is a short conduit through which you can walk from the house door to the 
car. Greenery is usually only present in the form of trees in between the parking spots. 
Most streets are in fact just walkable parking lots (Figure 1).

Placemaking and parking

Bottom-up placemaking initiatives are one approach to question the dominance of 
cars and traffic in the design and regulation of streets. Local residents and users 
propose redesigning public space, sometimes facilitated by local government. The 
numerous international initiatives show the unique value of citizen participation and 
the transformative potential of the incremental approach. They might lead to aware-
ness of the benefits of placemaking, but the impacts are often local and temporary 
(Bertolini 2020; Lydon and Garcia 2015; Ortegon-Sanchez et al. 2017; Schönfeld, 
Carlotta, and Bertolini 2017). This situation raises important questions. Can such 
efforts also lead to structural liveability improvements of entire neighbourhoods 
and districts? Could top-down measures by the city government enhance this 
bottom-up approach? At the same time, shaping conditions that encourage 

Figure 1. Residential streets are walkable parking lots in European cities: examples from the 
Netherlands and France (Photos by authors).
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placemaking initiatives could improve the chance of impacting long-term neighbour-
hood and district changes. Pursuing this aim, however, also triggers sensitive issues, 
often leading to heated political debates. Most notably, the desire for placemaking, 
shared by many stakeholders (residents, activists, professionals and policymakers), 
seems to be at odds with the demand for parking spaces by car-owning residents. 
A citizens’ council held in 2022 in The Hague (Netherlands) illustrates this situation. 
Most proposals for improving liveability and sustainability were adopted by an 
overwhelming majority of residents, except: ‘About the presence of cars, for exam-
ple, very different opinions were mentioned: at least the same number of parking 
spaces against the car in the long run completely out of the neighbourhood’ 
(Burgerberaad Statenkwartier 2022, 11).

How can local governments shape conditions for placemaking by reducing parking in 
public spaces? As the urban population and densities increase worldwide, the demand for 
residential parking is rising on the policy agenda. In the case of urban restructuring 
(demolition and construction of new homes), this demand can be addressed with con-
centrated parking lots or underground garages on the resident’s property (despite the 
resulting increase in housing prices). However, the vast majority of the housing stock 
already exists, especially in developed economies. Interventions in the existing private 
stock have proven difficult. Particularly in dense urban areas, there is little room to cater 
for residential parking in new parking lots or underground garages without disrupting the 
urban fabric. In European cities, new parking is situated below existing public spaces, but 
this is very costly and feasible only in high-end markets (Gemeente Amsterdam 2020). 
Studies in the US show that underground parking norms restrain new developments 
(Grabar 2023) and can also impede some public space uses, such as tree planting or 
rainfall absorption.

Another approach is to focus on reducing car ownership. This is interesting because, in 
addition to the possibilities for placemaking at the neighbourhood scale, it can also 
influence mobility demand at the urban level, with multiple benefits. After all, reducing 
car ownership can also lead to less car use, especially in urban environments (Nijland, van 
Meerkerk, and Hoen 2015). ‘Pull’ interventions include stimulating car sharing, safe and 
attractive bicycle connections, improving public transport and redesigning liveable 
streets, as in the popular ‘15-minute city concept’ (Moreno et al. 2021). The introduction 
of ‘mobility hubs’ is one recent additional example (Arnold et al. 2023). Nevertheless, 
these innovations are implemented only on a limited scale and mostly in new develop-
ments (Zwikker 2021). In addition, and perhaps most importantly, as long as most urban 
inhabitants still can park their cars for free or at low costs at a short distance from their 
doors (Zijlstra, Bakker, and Witte 2022), it is highly questionable whether these alternative 
mobility-oriented measures can by themselves lead to more support for the removal of 
parking spaces in residential neighbourhoods.

While removing parking places is still a delicate issue, in urban European neighbour-
hoods, regulated parking for non-residents is gradually gaining support with the aim to 
limit parking by visitors, employees, and residents of other districts. The result is improved 
access to parking by residents. In some cases, even vacant parking spaces might occur. 
Regulated parking requires setting a fixed number of parking permits. For instance, the 
Municipality of Maastricht in the Netherlands applies a permit ceiling of 120% of the 
available parking places, an approach of setting the ceiling based on the number of 
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existing parking spaces. Consequently, placemaking is only possible in the ‘residual space’ 
of the street not used for parking.

While most current approaches focus on regulating parking without questioning its 
place on top of the hierarchy of street space allocation, there also seems to be an 
opportunity for an alternative narrative (Te Brömmelstroet et al. 2022). What if the 
priorities were reversed? What if, instead of first determining the space needed for parking 
and allowing placemaking in the leftover space, the space needed for placemaking is set 
first, and the leftover area is allocated to parking? This would provide a radically different 
approach to setting a permit ceiling. The starting point would be that parking and 
liveability are societal – and even priority – needs, especially when accounting for the 
fact that a large share of households does not own a car in many, if not most, cities. On 
average, 41% of households in London have no car, rising to 58% in inner London. In cities 
like Bremen and Hamburg, 40% of households do not own a car (Mahmud, Cottell, and 
Harding 2023; MHCLG 2023; Mobilität in Deutschland Kurzreport: Hamburg und 
Metropolregion 2018). In the central parts of cities in the Netherlands, car ownership is 
around 0.5 cars per household (CBS 2019, 2020). Residents without cars mostly walk or 
bike to their destinations (which could be a public transport stop) and, therefore, have 
a vested interest in placemaking. Also, many car-owning households appreciate place-
making. Determining the basic quality of liveability could help structure the discussion 
among residents about the trade-offs between placemaking and parking. The primary aim 
is not to reduce parking spaces but to improve the quality of public space and address the 
needs of all residents.

Research question

Although in most cases residents agree to enhance liveability, its space claims often 
conflict with an existing and still growing demand for the parking of private cars 
(Independer 2021). In order to provide ground for a fairer discussion, this paper addresses 
the following research question: To what extent is current car ownership in urban 
residential areas an obstacle to enhancing liveability in public spaces?

This core research question is further articulated through the following sub-questions:

- Looking at climate adaptation and enabling active modes of transport, play and 
encounters, what are the generic space claims for walking, cycling, greenery and play 
in the profile of existing streets?

- How many parking spaces in urban residential areas should be removed to accom-
modate these space claims?

- How does current and future parking demand based on car ownership in existing 
neighbourhoods relate to the maximum allowable parking capacity after satisfying 
liveability space claims?

The article is structured as follows. Section 2 deals with the methodology of translating 
liveability into generic space claims. Section 3 compares these space claims with the 
current parking demand of residents in four representative urban residential areas of 
Maastricht as an illustrative case of a medium-sized European city. Section 4 presents the 
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discussion of the findings and conclusions, followed by limitations of the study and 
suggestions for further research.

Methodology

Creating space for placemaking

The balance between liveability and what could be termed ‘parkability’ in a residential 
area is ultimately a political and not a neutral or technical choice and, therefore, should be 
subject to public debate. Balancing societal demands in a fair discussion proves proble-
matic because the demand for parking is expressed in consolidated norms and clear-cut 
numbers. At the same time, liveability as a concept has a more emergent and qualitative 
character. Nevertheless, several manuals and recommendations for placemaking have 
been developed, often according to street type (Dumbaugh and King 2018; Gemeente 
Amsterdam 2023; Gemeente Groningen 2021; Jones, Marshall, and Boujenko 2008; Kips 
et al. 2007; NACTO 2013; Ow 2009; Steemers 2012; Van Driessche et al. 2021). The first step 
is to identify the core values that underpin placemaking and then translate them into 
space claims based on recommendations from the existing literature. These values are the 
street’s microclimate and the space available for active modes, socialization and play, and 
provide a ‘benchmark’ for placemaking. This approach defines the street’s basic qualities 
and establishes a starting point for a discussion about the trade-offs between space for 
placemaking and space for parking. Some space claims can be combined to provide basic 
quality, such as room for playing and walking and water collection in parking zones. It 
must be kept in mind that space claims in themselves are not sufficient to create quality. 
Layout, materials, size, health and positioning of trees, street furniture and other impor-
tant factors play a role. Nevertheless, space claims shape the necessary conditions for 
redesigning streets and improving their quality over time.

Placemaking values and associated space claims

Looking at each category, several important components with different spatial implica-
tions emerge (see Table 1).

— Microclimate. Trees are a proven means to improve the climate at street level. They 
provide shade and purify the air. In addition to trees, there must be room for water 
collection. This can be technically solved by water-permeable pavement (e.g., as 
parking spaces), which does not require extra space. Greener forms of water collec-
tion (e.g., wadis and green strips) also have the additional advantage of improving 
the microclimate.

— Active mobility (walking and cycling). At a minimum, there must be free walking 
space for two people to pass each other on both sides of the street (Bochner et al.  
2010; Dumbaugh and King 2018; Gemeente Amsterdam 2020; Jones, Marshall, and 
Boujenko 2008). In addition to a car or another motorized vehicle moving in one 
direction, there must always be room for cyclists to bike in two directions (ASVV  
2021) and to park their bicycles. A road width of 4 metres allows one way for cars 
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and two ways for cycles. Cycling requires space for movement but is also considered 
a part of placemaking as the lower speed allows social interaction with pedestrians.

— Socialization. In this respect, a private-public transition zone is crucial. Sometimes 
referred to as the facade zone, a front garden can fulfil this function. In its absence, 
space should be reserved for benches or greenery as an alternative transition from 
private to public space.

— Playing. Playable residential streets have a sidewalk at least 3 metres wide on one 
side, preferably under direct sunlight (Steemers 2012; Umstattd Meyer et al. 2019) 
(also accessible to other pedestrians). In combination with the sidewalk, green strips 
can be arranged locally into a play area. In the ‘woonerf’ design, the roadway is also 
used for walking and playing.

— Street furniture. Lighting, trash cans, benches and other structures should not 
infringe upon walking space and should be spaced at a minimum distance of 50 
metres (Gemeente Amsterdam 2020).

To identify streets where parking spaces should be removed, firstly the basic space claims 
were translated into two typical street profiles in compact environments in European 
cities. Some functions can be combined, such as trees and water collection in parking 
spaces and water collection in green front gardens (if present). Based on the basic quality 
of liveability, parking has tipping points. A width above 16 metres between the facades 
provides room for two rows of parking (Figure 2, right-hand side). A width between 13 
and 16 metres would allow only one row (Figure 2, left-hand side). A width of less than 13 
metres cannot accommodate parking spots unless the sidewalk and roadway are com-
bined into a shared-space residential area that can accommodate all uses: motorized 
vehicles, playing, socializing, walking and cycling. If there appears to be no tension 
between the basic space claims for placemaking and existing parking in wider streets, 

Figure 2. Basic quality placemaking space claims for common street profiles in European cities.

Table 1. Space claims for placemaking in street profiles.
Microclimate Walking Cycling Meeting Playing Furniture

Basic 1 row of trees + tree 
wreaths

2×1.8  
m

Roadway 
3.85 m

Facade zone 1.5  
m

Sidewalk 3 m 0.3 m

Optimal 1 row of trees +2 m green 
strip

2×2.2  
m

Roadway 5.0  
m

Front garden Wide sidewalk or 
woonerf

0.3 m

Sources: Gemeente Amsterdam (2020), Steemers (2012), ASVV (2021), Dumbaugh and King (2018), Jones et al. (2008), 
Bochner et al. (2010).
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there could be room for optimal space claims. This inquiry is, however, not part of this 
study.

Case selection

Three urban residential neighbourhoods in the city of Maastricht, Netherlands (around 
120,000 inhabitants) were selected as illustrative cases for the analysis: Wittevrouwenveld, 
Heugemerveld, and Mariaberg. In terms of built structure and density, they typify many 
urban residential neighbourhoods in Western Europe: single-family homes (predomi-
nantly terraced houses, some semi-detached) mixed with medium-high apartment build-
ings. With around 0.5–0.6 cars per household, car ownership is comparable to urban 
residential areas in European cities, and inhabitant density is ca. 50 households per 
hectare (Gemeente Maastricht 2016; CBS 2020; Mahmud 2024; Mahmud, Cottell, and 
Harding 2023; MHCLG 2023).

One neighbourhood (Boschpoort) with a significantly lower density and higher car 
ownership was added to obtain a more comprehensive picture. Figure 3 shows 
a typical streetscape in the selected neighbourhoods, and Table 2 shows their basic 
characteristics.

Wittevrouwenveld     Heugemerveld 

Mariaberg      Boschpoort 

Figure 3. Street views of the selected neighbourhoods in Maastricht. (Photos by author).
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Findings

Redesigning streets for placemaking

All streets in the four neighbourhoods were analysed on their basic quality for liveability. 
In some streets, there is room for placemaking within the existing profile, for example, by 
greening existing front gardens, creating water-permeable parking spaces and improving 
the growing conditions for trees. In others, however, the space needed for placemaking 
would lead to removing one row of parking and, in some cases, changing from cross- 
parking to row parking. Some streets are so narrow that, to provide sufficient space for 
walking and cycling, the roadway would have to be used as a shared space, as in 
a woonerf profile. Subsequently, a comparison was made between the supply of parking 
spaces after deducting space for placemaking and the parking demand of residents at 
district level.

Figure 4 shows two examples of street profiles before and after placemaking in the 
Boschpoort neighbourhood. On the left side, placemaking (bottom picture) results in 
planting trees between parking spaces (more greenery). In contrast, the right side 

Table 2. Densities, property types and car ownership in the case study neighbourhoods.
Households/ha Terraced houses Other single-family homes Apartments Car ownership

Wittevrouwenveld 41 46% 18% 36% 0.6
Heugemerveld 50 48% 4% 48% 0.6
Mariaberg 56 55% 13% 32% 0.5
Boschpoort 26 48% 13% 39% 0.9

Source: Gemeente Maastricht; CBS Statline.

Figure 4. Examples of existing (above) and greened (below) profiles in the Boschpoort neighbourhood 
(Illustrations by H. Peeters).
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demonstrates the removal of a row of parking, which creates a sufficiently spacious 
sidewalk (more space for walking and playing).

The left section of Figure 5 shows which street interventions would be needed to 
realize basic placemaking quality at the level of a whole neighbourhood, which is 
exemplified by Wittevrouwenveld. The streets marked in red are wide enough to 
meet the demands of liveability and maintain the current number of parking 
spaces. Streets in blue and green indicate where parking spaces should be 
removed. The right-hand side of Figure 5 shows what the realization of a basic 
placemaking quality can deliver for the Wittevrouwenveld neighbourhood as 
a whole: (1) tree avenues with spacious sidewalks along the main access roads 
(30 km/h maximum speed); (2) green streets that link the existing parks (30 km/h 
maximum speed); and (3) a car-free residential route (in red) providing a pleasant 
and safe route to access the shopping centre, the primary school and the district 
park.

Assessing the residual supply of public parking spaces after placemaking

Following the approach that the supply of parking places should not simply follow 
demand but should be restricted by the space claims of liveability, firstly the supply of on- 
street parking spaces in the four neighbourhoods are shown before and after the redesign 
(Table 3), indicating that placemaking would eliminate between 6% and 16% of the 
existing stock.

Figure 5. Possible elaboration at neighbourhood level for Wittevrouwenveld.
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Assessing residential parking demand

Table 4 shows the demand for residential parking, car ownership and observed occupancy 
of parking spaces by visitors and residents during the daytime. In addition to car ownership, 
the numbers noted at 23:00 on Thursday give a reliable picture of total residential on-street 
parking demand because most people are at home. The big difference between the number 
of cars residents own, and parking space occupancy at 23:00 can partly be explained by the 
fact that residents also use private, off-street parking spaces.

Comparing residential parking demand and supply after placemaking

Table 5 shows the number of parking spaces vacant or accessible for visitors or employees 
after placemaking (i.e., residual capacity of on-street parking spaces). These parking 
spaces could also accommodate a possible future increase in car ownership. The expected 
number of permit applications has been determined by reducing the number of residents’ 
cars with the supply of private parking spaces.

Table 5. Comparing parking supply and demand after placemaking.
Wittevrouwen 

veld
Heugemer 

veld Mariaberg Boschpoort

a) Expected permit applications 1369 744 1308 461
b) On-street parking supply after placemaking 1812 1041 1581 492
Theoretical residual parking capacity (b-a)* 443 (24%) 297 (29%) 316 (24%) 31 (6%)
Residual parking capacity (23:00, Thursday) 590 (33%) 238 (23%) unknown 70 (14%)
Residual parking capacity (14:00, Thursday) 1098 (61%) 742 (71%) unknown 280 (57%)
Residual parking capacity (14:00, Saturday) 962 (53%) 682 (66%) unknown 212 (43%)

Source: SPARK (2021), De Groot Volker (2019). 
If all permit holders were to occupy a space, with full occupancy of all private spaces, the maximum parking spaces 

remaining after placemaking is the theoretical residual parking capacity.

Table 3. The supply of public parking spaces before and after placemaking.
Wittevrouwen 

veld
Heugemer 

veld Mariaberg Boschpoort

Original supply of on-street parking spaces 2050 1111 1818 547
Supply of parking spaces in garages/mews 490 250 (+35 in front gardens) 326 293
Removed on-street parking spaces −238 (12%) −70 (6%) −237 (13%) −55 (6%)
Residual supply of on-street parking 1812 1041 1581 492
Total parking supply after placemaking 2302 1326 1907 840

Source: SPARK (2021), De Groot Volker (2019).

Table 4. Residential demand for parking in public spaces.
Wittevrouwen 

veld
Heugemer 

veld Mariaberg Boschpoort

Number of households (hh) 2945 1660 3010 870
Density (hh/ha) 42 52 55 26
Number of passenger cars 1690 935 1485 685
Correction for unregistered lease cars (+10%) 169 94 149 69
Car ownership total and ratio (cars/hh) 1,859 (0.6 cars/hh) 1,029 (0.6 cars/hh) 1634 

(0.5 cars/hh)
754 

(0.9 cars/hh)
Public parking occupancy (23:00, Thursday) 1222 581 unknown 422
Public parking occupancy (14:00, Thursday) 714 299 893* 212
Public parking occupancy (14:00, Saturday) 850 359 unknown 280

Source: CBS (2020), SPARK (2021), De Groot Volker (2019). *noted at 16:00
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Even after placemaking, if all car owners were to occupy a parking space, a parking surplus 
remains in the four neighbourhoods (albeit quite limited in Boschpoort due to the original low 
number of parking spots and high motorization rate). There may even be room to further 
improve liveability by pursuing optimal space claims instead of basic ones.

Assessing current and maximum car ownership

Table 6 shows the current and, from the point of liveability, maximum car ownership per 
neighbourhood, assuming that residents use all of the available private parking spaces.

Addressing the research questions

- Looking at climate adaptation and enabling active modes of transport, play and 
encounters, what are the generic space claims for walking, cycling, greenery and play 
in the profile of existing streets?

In Section 2.2, these generic space claims for placemaking were formulated.

- How many parking spaces in urban residential areas should be removed to accom-
modate these space claims?

Applying the space claims for placemaking, as formulated in Section 2.2, it appears that 
several streets in the analysed neighbourhoods already have a basic quality, or at least the 
amount of space needed to create liveability. In these streets, residential parking demand 
is not an obstacle to creating liveability. In some streets, the roadway can be narrowed to 
provide more spacious sidewalks and maintain the current number of parking spaces. 
However, on many streets, the sidewalks are too narrow and lack facade zones. There is 
not enough space for walking, playing and socializing. In some, the roadway is so narrow 
that bicycles and oncoming cars cannot pass each other. Finally, trees are often missing. 
Cross-parking would have to be changed into parallel parking in some streets, while in 
other, narrower streets, one row of parking would have to be removed. The estimate puts 
the overall required reduction in parking space between 6% and 16%.

- How does current and future parking demand based on car ownership in existing 
neighbourhoods relate to the maximum allowable parking capacity after satisfying 
liveability space claims?

All neighbourhoods still host a surplus of parking spaces after placemaking for non- 
residents (visitors, employees, or loading and servicing), at least during the day. On 

Table 6. Current and maximum allowable car ownership per neighbourhood.
Wittevrouwenveld Heugemerveld Mariaberg Boschpoort

Current car ownership (cars/hh) 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.9
Current vacant parking spaces (theoretical residual 

capacity)
24% 29% 24% 6%

Maximum allowable car ownership (cars/hh) 0.8 0.8 0.6 1.0
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Thursday at 23:00, the theoretical residual parking capacity (vacant parking spaces) varies 
between 24% and 29% in three neighbourhoods with relatively low car ownership. In 
Boschpoort, with car ownership of 0.9 cars/household, this is only 6%. In this case, there is 
already a high parking occupancy rate, resulting in parking pressure by residents, leading 
to increasing walking distances and time spent on finding a parking place even at 23:00 in 
some streets. In several streets, this challenge would be reinforced by placemaking. 
Refraining from placemaking would, however, deliver only a minor relief of parking 
pressure (from 94% to about 92%). It should be noted that despite having enough parking 
spaces for residents, as well as visitors and employees, or loading and servicing, local 
walking distances from home to one’s car would increase. The maximum acceptable 
distance in the Netherlands is about 200 metres (Oostenbrink and Lankhorst 2021).

Conclusions and discussion

Conclusions

Parking regulation provides municipalities with a powerful instrument to shape condi-
tions for placemaking. However, the maximum number of parking permits (the permit 
ceiling) for residents must be based on the space needed for future placemaking, not on 
the current available parking space. The study reveals that the basic space for placemak-
ing in some cases eats into the available parking space; however, the initial overall 
conclusion is that within the studied neighbourhoods, with densities of ca. 50 house-
holds/ha and car ownership around 0.6 cars/household, every car owner can secure 
a parking permit. Parking pressure may increase in specific locations as not everyone 
would be able to park in front of their door. Residents would have to accept longer 
walking distances to make placemaking possible. In a neighbourhood with car ownership 
of 0.9 cars/hh, it may be necessary to realize parking spaces on the edge of the neigh-
bourhood (parking hubs), especially considering the current high parking pressure by 
residents. A second overall conclusion is that in neighbourhoods with comparable den-
sities and with more than 0.8 cars/hh, placemaking initiatives would face substantial 
pushback by residents. However, this also depends on the number of existing private 
parking spaces.

Discussion points

These results lead to four discussion points.

- Are the described generic space claims appropriate for the variety of neighbourhoods 
within cities?

- Is applying technical, quantitative norms sufficient to realize spatial quality?
- Could insights as described in this paper contribute to the discussions with residents?
- In what measure is it possible to anchor basic qualities for liveability in municipal or 

even national guidelines? 

(1) The space claims as described seem appropriate for the urban fabric of many 
pre-war and early post-war (1950s and 1960s) European urban areas, with 
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clearly defined streets and building blocks. In most cases, the tensions between 
parking and placemaking in these central urban areas are quite evident. For 
more suburban areas or high-rise buildings in green settings, the tensions 
between parking and placemaking can be quite different and should be 
approached differently. Nevertheless, something reflecting the spirit of our 
approach (first determining the space needs for placemaking and only then 
assessing implications for parking) would still be valuable.

(2) The values and corresponding norms, as introduced in this paper, are generic 
space claims, comparable with, for example, building codes, not design propo-
sals. They also explore the possible frictions between placemaking, parking 
supply, and parking demand. It must be kept in mind that space claims shape 
necessary conditions but are in themselves not sufficient to create quality. 
Layout, materials, size, health and positioning of trees, street furniture and 
other important factors play a role.

(3) One of the lessons learned in participatory processes is that, to convince 
residents, the advantages of placemaking should be presented with attractive 
images of possible future situations (Van Driessche et al. 2021). However, in 
some cases, redesigning streets could mean that walking distances to parking 
increase, provoking resistance from many car-owning residents. On the other 
hand, the method might also give extra support and, thus, a voice to the non- 
car owners in the neighbourhood, who, just because they do not own a car, are 
excluded from the right to claim a significant portion of public space. Although 
the method and results outlined in this paper have not been used in participa-
tory processes, they can inform such initiatives by highlighting the extent of 
parking ‘security’ that residents still enjoy after placemaking (next to visualizing 
the gains in liveability). The insights could enhance the willingness to carry out 
street experiments, for example, as a temporary arrangement of street design 
and regulation to experience ‘for real’ both the potential benefits and costs of 
placemaking (Bertolini 2020).

(4) Finally, these quantitative tools could help anchor the basic qualities for live-
ability in municipal or national guidelines, in line with comparable standards for 
traffic safety or building regulations. The public value of liveability could then 
be viewed as a right for all residents and set against the private interests of car 
owners to park their cars in front of their houses.

Policy considerations

Interventions like a permit ceiling do not address the issue of new parking demand, for 
example, due to rising residential densities, gentrification or an increase in the home 
delivery of goods. This question touches on a fundamental discussion at city level, namely, 
how to accommodate a potential increase in car and van density and maintain liveability 
levels. While this is largely a political question, three potential solutions provide a starting 
point for discussion.
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Adding more parking spaces
To maintain the basic liveability of streets, clustered remote parking (neighbourhood 
parking hubs) could be provided, either as parking garages or at street level. This solution 
might, however, not be desirable from the point of view of urban mobility policy. 
Increasing car ownership also leads to more car use (Nijland, van Meerkerk, and Hoen  
2015) and generates demand for parking spaces at destinations.

Not adding more parking spaces
Not adding more parking spaces would likely lead to waiting lists for a permit. This could 
be done in combination with providing shared cars and alternative modes of transport in 
so-called mobility hubs in strategically located places, creating a market for shared 
mobility and decreasing car use across the city.

Using parking spaces differently
Variably priced permits could be issued for the use of a parking space. Parking places are 
standardized (5.50–6.00 m long and 1.80–2.00 m wide), and each could accommodate 2 
or 3 microcars or multiple e-scooters. Currently, permits are given per parking place. 
Alternatively, permits could be given for vehicles per square metre of space. By offering 
vehicle permits per square metre, more permits can be issued while maintaining the 
desired liveability level. More parking spaces would be created but for smaller vehicles. 
A market would be created for microcars as an urban means of transport instead of the 
conventional car.

A final, more general, policy consideration lies beyond creating liveable residential 
streets and engages with the larger challenge of transitioning to sustainable urban 
mobility. A fair discussion about liveability at a neighbourhood level can lead to 
a scarcity of parking space, which could decrease car ownership. This could reduce the 
overwhelming space consumed by cars in urban areas, not only in residential streets but 
also at destinations and city centres.

Limitations and further research

The analyses focused on the neighbourhood level, which does not allow for assessing the 
effects of walking distances to parked cars. Other efforts should look at a smaller scale, for 
example, by dividing the neighbourhood into several units of acceptable walking distance 
between the main roads.

Second, as a city as a whole, Maastricht has a relatively low average car ownership (0.64 
cars per household) and exhibits a declining trend. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, car 
ownership in the urban residential areas of European cities is very similar. However, 
potential intra- and inter-city differences and the appropriate interventions should be 
explored in greater detail.
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